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The Israel Chemical Society celebrates
the International Year of Chemistry
1

Ehud Keinan*  and Yael Schuster

Following a proposal made by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) and the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), the General Assembly of the United Nations
has declared the year of 2011 as the International Year of
Chemistry (IYC2011). The year 2011 marks the 100th
anniversary of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry awarded
to Marie Sklodowska Curie, highlighting the role of
women in chemistry and other sciences. This year also
marks the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
International Association of Chemical Societies, which
promotes international communication and cooperation
among all chemists.
As chemists, we wish to convey a message to the public
that Chemistry is a fascinating science that offers
outstanding opportunities for the young generation.
Chemistry is called the Central Science because it
is concerned with the material world on a molecular
level, dealing with the structures of molecules, their
interactions with other molecules and with all forms of
energy. Therefore, Chemistry has always played and will
continue to play a central role in all basic and applied
fields of science, including physics, biology, medicine
and all technological disciplines. Consequently, the
chemical sciences and chemical industry hold the keys
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for solving severe global problems, including the ever
increasing demand for energy, food, better human health,
fresh water, clean air, raw materials, quality of life, etc.
Chemistry has always been a prominent area of scientific
and technological excellence in the State of Israel.
Israel is home to about 7,000 chemists, 5,000 chemical
engineers, and 1,000 chemistry teachers. The Israeli
chemical industry has contributed significantly to the
national economy, with chemical products constituting
about 25% of the country’s exports. Two of the State’s
nine Presidents, Prof. Chaim Weizmann and Prof.
Ephraim Katzir, were world-renowned chemists. All
four Nobel Prizes in science awarded so far to Israeli
scientists, Professors Avram Hershko (2004), Aaron
Ciechanover (2004), Ada Yonath (2009), and Dan
Shechtman, were Chemistry Prizes.
The Israel Chemical Society (ICS), founded in 1933
as a non-profit organization, aims at the promotion of
chemical research and development, chemical industry
and chemical teaching, as reflected by its diverse
membership, including academic faculty members
and students, industrial chemists, chemical engineers
and chemistry teachers. The overarching goals of the
ICS perfectly match the global goals of the IYC2011
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- increasing the public appreciation and awareness of
chemistry and, in particular, increasing the interest
of young people in chemistry and chemical education
in order to ensure that first-rate minds continue to be
attracted to and challenged by the Central Science.
All members of the ICS, including chemists, chemical
engineers, and chemistry teachers, share the excitement
and pride of being Israeli chemists. The ICS has
joined its sister societies around the globe with over a
dozen original endeavors for the International Year of
Chemistry, three of which are reported here: the Launch
Ceremony in the Knesset, the issuing of new stamps, and
participation in the 3rd Israel Mountain-to-Valley relay
race.

Figure 1. Distinguished guests at the Knesset event.

Launching of IYC2011 in the Knesset
Israel opened the International Year of Chemistry on
January 4th, 2011, even before the official international
ceremony at the UNESCO World Headquarters in
Paris, Jan.27--28, 2011. Remarkably, Israel has been
the only country where such an event was hosted by
its Parliament. The ICS and the Knesset Science and
Technology Committee jointly organized the launch,
which was attended by several hundreds distinguished
guests (Figures 1 and 2), including Government
Ministers, Knesset Members, Supreme Court Judges,
Governor of the Bank of Israel, University Deans and
Rectors, President of the Israel Academy of Sciences
and Humanities, officials of the Israel Ministry of
Education, leaders in academia and chemical industry,
professors, chemistry teachers, and students from all
Israeli universities and colleges.
The Knesset lobby was decorated with many colorful
posters depicting how chemistry benefits humankind
(Figure 3). The posters, which were provided by Prof.
Attila Pavlath, former President of the American
Chemical Society, were translated into Hebrew by the
ICS and printed by the Ministry of Education. All guests
received T-shirts depicting the International logo of
the IYC2011 and the motto “Chemistry is everything.”
Indeed, the entire event was produced by chemists.
For example, Yury Tulchinsky, the concert pianist who
welcomed the attendees into the Knesset auditorium with
wafting sounds of piano music, is a chemistry graduate
student of the Technion.

Figure 2. Three school pupils who won medals in recent
International Chemistry Olympiads are applauded by the
audience at the Knesset ceremony. Standing from left: Moshe
Michael Michalshvili (Bronze Medal, 2010, Tokyo) Eviatar
Dgani (Bronze Medals, 2009, Cambridge and 2010, Tokyo)
Assaf Mauda (Silver Medal, 2008 Budapest, Gold Medal, 2009,
Cambridge and Gold Medal, 2010, Tokyo), all wearing T-shirts
with the Hebrew version of the IYC2011 logo.

Figure 3. Display of posters, which depict how chemistry
benefits humankind, were provided by Prof. Attila Pavlath of
the ACS and translated into Hebrew by the ICS.
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Figure 4. Distinguished guests at the Knesset event. Top row, from Left: MK Reuven (Ruby) Rivlin, Speaker of the Knesset, Knesset
Member Meir Sheetrit, Head of the Knesset’s Science and Technology Committee, Prof. Daniel Hershkowitz, Minister of Science
and Technology, Prof. Ruth Arnon, President of the Israeli Academy of Sciences and humanities, Prof. Nicole Moreau, President of
IUPAC, Prof. Ulrich Schubert, President elect of EuCheMS, Prof. Stanley Fischer, Governor of the Bank of Israel, Prof. Francois Diederich,
Department of Chemistry and Applied Biosciences ETH Zurich.

The program started with MK Reuven (Rubi) Rivlin
(Figure 4), the Knesset Chairman, who welcomed the
audience, emphasizing the importance of scientific
research and education for the State of Israel. Prof. Ehud
Keinan, President of the ICS, delivered the opening
remarks, outlining the roots and goals of the ICS and
the IYC2011. MK Meir Sheetrit, Chairman of the
Knesset Science and Technology Committee, reminded
the audience that he started his career as a chemistry
student and a high school chemistry teacher. He stressed
the importance of a strong scientific education in all
academic pursuits, allowing a student to see the order
and logic in the natural world, and such a solid base is
necessary before becoming a scientist. Sheetrit ended
with a challenge to the Ministry of Education to revert to
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the basics and emphasized the crucial need to expose all
Israeli pupils to rigorous scientific learning.
The next speaker was Prof. Daniel Hershkowitz,
Minister of Science and Technology, former Dean of the
Faculty of Mathematics at the Technion as well as Rabbi
of a Haifa neighborhood. He sketched his vision for
the future of science in Israel as a technological power.
Although small in size, Israel is clearly on par with
the world’s scientific superpowers. Prof. Hershkowitz
portrayed scientists as tourists who are trying to uncover
the laws of nature, hoping that Israeli chemists have
successful scientific journeys to continually uncover the
secrets of nature for the benefit not only of the State of
Israel but for the whole world.
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The next speaker was Prof. Ruth Arnon, the first
female President of the Israel Academy of Sciences
and Humanities. She is one of Israel’s top-ranking
chemical immunologists and former Vice-President of
the Weizmann Institute of Science. Her long, successful
career has included the Wolf, Rothschild, and Israel
prizes, and co-inventing the Copaxone drug for Teva
Pharmaceuticals. She underscored the crucial role
of chemistry in education because everything in the
universe is made up of chemical elements. The recent
decline in education, in particular chemical education,
strengthens the need for improving chemical awareness
and recognition. She ended on a positive note, remarking
that awarding of the ICS medals at this ceremony
celebrates Israel’s strengths in chemistry, and that the
creativity represented by the Medal Laureates will
certainly promote the chemical industry.
The guests were then entertained by an outstanding
vocal performance of Albinoni’s Adagio in G Minor by
two Technion doctoral students in Chemistry (Figure 5),
Ms. Renana Poranne (soprano) and Ms. Moran Shalev
(mezzo-soprano), who were accompanied on the piano
by Biotechnology Engineering student, Mr. Amit Blum.
Prof. Nicole Moreau, President of IUPAC (Figure
3), welcomed the enthusiastic participation of Israel
in the International Year of Chemistry. IUPAC is an
international umbrella organization for all chemical
societies. Its relationship with UNESCO, along with

Figure 5. Performing at the Knesset: from left, Ms. Renana
Poranne (soprano) and Ms. Moran Shalev (mezzo-soprano),
both Ph.D. candidates at the Schulich Faculty of Chemistry of
the Technion.

some crucial help from Ethiopia, enabled this year to be
named the IYC2011. Because of the unique design, in
which each country is responsible for its own planning,
the influence of IYC2011 is expected to extend long
after the year has ended. Prof. Moreau made an amusing
comment about the fact that this program preceded the
official launch of IYC2011 in Paris, indicating that this
practice is in keeping with the Jewish tradition of starting
all holidays on the preceding evening.
Prof. Ulrich Schubert, President elect of the European
Association of Chemical and Molecular Sciences
(EuCheMS), who is Professor of Chemistry at the
University of Technology in Vienna, lauded Israel’s
appreciation of chemistry, highlighted by the fact that
no other parliament in the world has opened its doors to
an event like this. Since the language of chemistry is the
same all over the world, independent of race, nation, or
religion, it can be a problem-solving role model for all.
Professor Schubert ended with wishes of a successful,
peaceful year of chemistry.
The speeches were followed by the unveiling of two new
Israeli stamps commemorating the IYC2011 (Figure 6).
The ceremony included MK Meir Sheetrit; Mr. Sasi
Shilo, Chairman of the Israel Postal Company; Mr.
Yaron Razon, Director of the Philatelic Service; and Mr.
Asher Greenbaum, deputy CEO of Israel Chemicals Ltd.,
Board member of the ICS and chairman of the chemical,
pharmaceutical, and environmental division of the

Figure 6. Two new Israeli stamps are exposed at the Knesset.
From left: MK Meir Sheetrit, Mr. Yaron Razon, Director of the
Philatelic Service, Mr. Asher Greenbaum, deputy CEO of Israel
Chemicals Ltd. and member of the ICS Board, Mr. Sasi Shilo,
Chairman of the Israel Postal Company.
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Figure 7. The ICS Gold Medal is being awarded to Mr. Eli
Hurvitz. From left: Prof. Ruth Arnon, MK Meir Sheetrit Mr. Eli
Hurvitz and Prof. Keinan.

Figure 8. Mr. Eli Hurvitz. Is being decorated with the IYC2011
pin by Prof. Keinan.

Manufacturers’ Association. These stamps are based on
a graphical depiction of the scientific achievements for
which two Nobel prizes in chemistry awarded to Israeli
scientists. Mr. Shilo made a convincing description of
the strength and power stamps have to educate and unify
people of different cultures. A full description of the
development of the IYC11 stamps is given below.

scientists nominated by President Franklin D. Roosevelt
in 1937 to predict technical and industrial developments
of the following 20--30 years. Using another citation
by Thomas Jefferson that “Liberty is the great parent of
science and of virtue; and a nation will be great in both
in proportion as it is free,” he reached the conclusion that
academic freedom must be preserved and that control
over scientific research and the entire higher education
system should be kept away from zealous governmental
administrators who are sure they can predict the future
and tell scientists where to invest their efforts.

The presentation of the stamps was followed by a
lecture entitled “Chemistry is everything” by Prof. Ehud
Keinan, who punctuated his talk with many famous
quotes by scientists. He began with Marie Curie’s
whimsical description of the unique, intellectually
rewarding experience of being an active scientist: “a
scientist in his laboratory is not a mere technician: he
is also a child confronting natural phenomena that
impress him as though they were fairy tales,” and that
of Sir Francis Bacon: “they are ill-discoverers that think
there is no land, when they can see nothing but sea.” He
demonstrated the absolute unpredictability of science,
bringing up laughable predictions by famous scientists
about the future, such as Lord Kelvin’s claim, in 1885,
that “heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible,”
and the statement by Nobel Laureate Sir George P.
Thomson, who said in 1956 that “the possibilities of
travel in space seem at present to appeal to schoolboys
more than to scientists,” just 1 year before the Sputnik
launch, 4 years before the space travel of Yuri Gagarin,
and 13 years before the first landing on the moon. Keinan
further supported the notion of unpredictability of science
by the colossal failure of the commission of respectful
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Keinan presented the central role that chemistry plays
in all scientific disciplines, as well as in dealing with
the most pressing global problems. Finally, he brought
up the great benefits to the national economy that arise
from intense scientific activities, as described by the
recent bestseller “Start-Up Nation” by Dan Senor and
Saul Singer. Prof. Keinan, who serves also as Chairman
of the National Chemistry Committee of the Ministry of
Education, expressed deep concerns about the national
educational policy. In contrast to the self-evident
success story of science and the economy in the State of
Israel based on the past six decades, the current policy
of the Ministry of Education results in a very narrow
exposure of the Israeli pupils to the sciences, with only
20% of them achieving matriculation in science. This
situation puts much responsibility on the shoulders on
non-governmental organizations, including the ICS,
to promote science education through joint efforts of
academia, schoolteachers and industry. Reinvigoration of
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the country’s scientific awareness is the most important
goal of IYC2011 in Israel.
The next highlight of the program was the awarding of
three prestigious ICS prizes: the ICS gold medal to Mr.
Eli Hurvitz of Teva Pharmaceuticals and to Prof. Meir
Wilchek of the Weizmann Institute of Science, and the
ICS Industrial Green Chemistry award to Mr. Malachi
Alper of Paz Ashdod Refinery Ltd.
ICS gold medal to Mr. Eli Hurvitz (Figures 7 and
8). This year is the first time that the ICS gold medal,
the highest honor of the ICS, has been awarded to a
non-chemist for his outstanding contributions to the
chemical industry: Mr. Eli Hurvitz, who transformed
Teva Pharmaceuticals into the largest company in Israel,
a key element in the Israeli economy, and the number
one generic manufacturer worldwide. He has led the
Teva group for 35 years and brought it from a small,
unknown pharmaceutical company to its standing today
as a world leader in generic pharmaceuticals. These great
achievements were attained by implementing a culture
of excellence and strategic management based on a longterm vision of the future leadership of the company. Teva
currently employs about 40,000 employees in dozens of
factories and subsidiaries around the world, yet it retains
its core management and development in Israel with
about 6000 employees.
Eli Hurvitz was born in Jerusalem in 1932. In 1953, after
graduating from the Hebrew University economics school
in Tel Aviv, he began his career as a junior employee in
the drug company Asia. In 1976 he was appointed to the
position of CEO and, over time, orchestrated the merger
of several pharmaceutical companies into the company
named Teva, which he then headed for many years until
2009.
In addition to his great responsibilities at Teva, Eli
was also recruited for the support of many social,
cultural, and scientific activities in Israel. He has held
a long list of public positions, including President
of the Manufacturers Association, Chairman of the
Federation of Economic Organizations, Chairman of the
Israel Export Institute, Chairman of the Board of Bank
Leumi, Chairman of the Israeli Task Force, Chairman
of the Jerusalem Development Authority, member of the
Advisory Committee of the Bank of Israel, member of
the Board of Governors of the Weizmann Institute and
Tel Aviv University, and many more. He has received

many and varied awards for his civic and industry
activities, including honorary doctorates from the
Technion, Weizmann Institute, Ben Gurion University,
Tel Aviv University, and Bar Ilan University. He won
the Industry Prize, and the State of Israel Jubilee Award
for lifetime achievement and special contributions to the
state.
Eli Hurvitz’s acceptance speech was peppered with jokes
and deeply philosophical remarks on the boundaries of
nature and science. There are billions of people in the
world who live off what they have made, he said, not
what nature gave them. His message was not that we
should use science try to squeeze the most out of nature,
but rather that human abilities and nature’s limitations
are what allow science to create new possibilities. The
number of people who can enjoy these materials is
confined only by the boundaries of our imaginations,
and not the boundaries of nature. As someone who is
intimately familiar with the workings of an international
company and encounters dilemmas every day, he knows
the distance between goals and the day-to-day details,
and without high goals this gap cannot be filled with
any real substance. It is through human curiosity and
scientific power that we can achieve the highest of all
scientific goals.
ICS gold medal to Prof. Meir Wilchek (Figure 9).
Prof. Wilchek is the father of the technology known as
affinity chromatography, which is used to separate and
purify proteins in any biochemical laboratory and the
pharmaceutical industry worldwide. This technology led
to the establishment of more than 75 high-tech companies
worldwide, with sales of over 70 billion dollars this year.
Yet, most remarkable of all, this groundbreaking method
was not patented. Prof. Wilchek felt that his research
was funded by the public, and so it should be publicly
available. In order to succeed, Wilchek said, you need
money, patience, and luck. Since money is something
we don’t have in Israel, one must succeed on patience
and luck alone.
Prof. Wilchek was born in Warsaw, Poland, in 1935.
During World War II he was taken to Siberia from the
Soviet Union. His father, the rabbi of Warsaw, was killed
along with most of his family. In 1949, he immigrated to
Israel with his mother and sister, and settled in Rehovot.
After completing his military service in the Air Force,
he studied chemistry and physics at Bar Ilan University,
receiving his first degree in 1960, followed by his Ph.D.
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Figure 9. The ICS Gold Medal is being awarded to Prof. Meir
Wilchek. From left Prof. Ruth Arnon, MK Meir Sheetrit, Prof.
Meir Wilchek and Prof. Ehud Keinan.

Figure 10. Mr. Malachi Alper, CEO of Paz Ashdod Refinery
Ltd. receives the ICS Industrial Green Chemistry award. From
left: Mr. Yehuda Segev, Director General of the Manufacturers’
Association of Israel (MAI). Prof. Ruth Arnon, MK Meir Sheetrit,
Mr. Malachi Alper and Prof. Ehud Keinan.

in 1965 from the Weizmann Institute of Science in
the Department of Biophysics where he later became
a faculty member. He filled various senior positions at
the Weizmann Institute, including Department Head of
Biophysics, Head of the Professors’ Council, and Dean
of the Faculty of Biochemistry and Biophysics. He was a
visiting scientist at the U.S. National Institutes of Health
and served as an advisor to biotechnology companies
and public committees.

Ilan University, University of Jyväskylä (Finland), and
Ben Gurion University. He is the recipient of the Wolf
Prize for Medicine, the Israel Prize for Biotechnology,
the Outstanding Clinical Chemist Prize from the
International Federation of Clinical Chemists, the
Christian B. Abfinsen Prize of the Protein Society, the
Willheim Exner Medal from Austria, and the Emet Prize
in Chemistry. He is a member of the Israel Academy of
Sciences, honorary member of the American Society
of Biological Chemists, and a foreign member of the
Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of
Sciences. At the Weizmann Institute he holds the Marc
Gutwirth Chair of Molecular Biology.

Prof. Wilchek has published more than 400 scientific
papers. In 1968, he and his colleagues developed
“affinity chromatography”, which revolutionized the
isolation of biochemical materials and opened the door to
new opportunities in biology, biotechnology, chemistry,
nanotechnology, physics, and many other fields. This
method has contributed to many developments in life
sciences, such as increased understanding of DNA and
development of protein chips. It has had an especially
profound impact on the field of medicine, accelerating
the development of protein-based drugs. Moreover, Prof.
Wilchek also developed the Avidin--Biotin technology,
which is used to diagnose diseases, isolate biological
materials for biotechnological or nano-technological
purposes, and for biomedical research. This system
has enabled many laboratories to give up their need for
radioactive materials.
Prof. Wilchek has been awarded honorary doctorate
degrees from the University of Waterloo (Canada), Bar
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ICS Industrial Green Chemistry award to Paz
Ashdod Refinery Ltd (Figure 10). Mr. Malachi Alper,
CEO of the Paz Ashdod Refinery, received the award for
outstanding achievements in environmental protection
through remarkable reduction of industrial waste,
reduced emission of greenhouse gases, and noteworthy
conservation of energy. Within the past three years he
refinery invested over $115 million in new facilities that
reduce emission of toxic waste and significantly preserve
energy. For example, a recently constructed catalytic
facility that is based on three successive catalytic
reactions removes sulfur dioxide from the effluent gas,
bringing its emission down to one-tenth of the legal level.
Similar achievements were recorded with reduction
of carbon dioxide emission and with detoxification of
sewage using bioreactors. The refinery, 4 km north of
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the city of Ashdod, was established in 1973 to meet the
challenges of increased energy demands by the growing
Israeli economy. The refinery received crude oil from
the port of Ashdod and from the Eilat-Ashkelon crude
oil pipeline. Using natural gas as a non-polluting energy
source for production of electricity, steam, and heat,
the plant is also connected to the national natural gas
pipeline.
The program concluded with another remarkable vocal
performance by chemistry graduate students Renana
Poranne and Moran Shalev, who were accompanied on
the piano by Biotechnology Engineering student Amit
Blum.

The IYC2011 stamps
Postal stamps are an excellent means to deliver messages
to the general public. For this reason, the ICS applied to
the Israel Philatelic Service with a request to issue a stamp
commemorating the IYC2011. Nevertheless, considering
the fact that national postal services worldwide every
year reject hundreds of thousands of stamp proposals,
the chances were quite slim. Furthermore, the process
of issuing a new stamp takes time. Proposals for 2011
had to reach the Philatelic Service no later than October
2009. And we sent our stamp proposal five months
after the deadline. Nevertheless, Israel is known to be
the country of unlimited opportunities and, as David
Ben Gurion used to say, “In Israel, anyone who doesn’t
believe in miracles is not a realist.”
Obviously, the response from Mr. Yaron Razon, director
of the Philatelic Service, arrived on April 29, 2010 with
much surprise. His acceptance of our proposal marked
the beginning of very successful collaboration between
the ICS and the Philatelic Service. Issuing of stamps
is very long and detailed, with many steps including
careful design, approval by the Government of Israel and
a complex printing process (by the Royal Joh. Enschedé
print, The Netherlands). In order to make the stamps
available for January 4th, all this had to be accomplished
in record time. It was a joint effort of many enthusiastic
people. The ICS established an ad-hoc stamp committee,
including Prof. Zvi Rappoport of the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem, Prof. Joel Sussman of the Weizmann
Institute of Science, and Prof. Ehud Keinan of the
Technion. The team of the Philatelic Service included
Mr. Yaron Razon and Mr. Gideon Marinsky, and the

stamp artist, Mr. Haim Kivkovic. Dr. Michael Pique of
The Scripps Research Institute provided additional help.
A highly productive meeting of all parties was held
in the morning of June 30, 2010 in the main office of
the Philatelic Service in Jaffa. One major achievement
was that the Philatelic Service accepted the ICS
request to issue two stamps rather than one, in order
to give separate recognition to the two Nobel Prizes
in Chemistry awarded to Israeli scientists. Discussing
the stamp graphics we learned from Mr. Yaron Razon
that personal portraits are used on official stamps only
post-mortem, a nod to Jewish tradition. Accordingly, the
ICS proposal to depict the crystallographic molecular
structures of the relevant molecules was accepted.
While the small protein ubiquitin could easily fit on a
stamp, the extremely large and complex structure of
the ribosome became a major challenge for the stamp
artist. Much help was received from a crystallographer
at the University of Hamburg, Dr. Joerg Harms, who
transformed the results from a 2001 paper published
by Prof. Ada Yonath and her coworkers in Nature to an
aesthetically pleasing image with appropriate colors,
showing the large ribosomal subunit.
The next six months represented a continuous struggle to
complete all the necessary technical and administrative
tasks for the date of issue to coincide with the IYC2011
Launch Ceremony in the Knesset on January 4, 2011.
Indeed, the impossible happened and the stamps were
ready in time.
The ubiquitin stamp: a protein destructor. The stamp
(4.20 NIS, Figure 11) refers to a very basic scientific
question: why must our proteins die, so that we may
live? Proteins are the machines that drive our bodies,
responsible for all our activities. But on a daily basis our
bodies destroy up to 10% of our proteins and generate
new ones instead. This phenomenon raises interesting
questions: why does this process occur at all, and
how? Which diseases would result, if this mechanism
were to fail? How can we cure such diseases? As part
of the body’s quality control mechanism, proteins are
destroyed after fulfilling their specific function, if they
have been damaged by heat, by pollutants, by genetic
mutation, or simply because they are no longer needed.
Professors Aaron Ciechanover and Avram Hershko
of the Technion -- Israel Institute of Technology, and
Irwin Rose of the University of California, Irvine,
USA, were jointly awarded the 2004 Nobel Prize in
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Figure 11. The two Israeli stamps and date of issue
envelope commemorating the IYC2011 depict the scientific
achievements for which two Nobel prizes in chemistry were
awarded to Israeli scientists.

Chemistry for discovering the mechanism that removes
damaged or unnecessary proteins. These proteins are
labeled for destruction by another small protein called
ubiquitin, whose general structure is shown on the
stamp. The illustration was adopted from W. J. Cook and
coworkers, Journal of Molecular Biology, 1987, 194,
531-544. Once tagged by this “kiss of death,” the labeled
proteins are removed by the proteasome, while healthy,
untagged proteins are spared. Aberrations in this protein
destruction process may result in numerous sicknesses,
including certain types of cancers and brain diseases.
Many pharmaceutical companies are working to develop
drugs to combat such diseases. One such drug to treat
multiple myeloma, which is a form of blood cancer, is
already being used clinically.
The Ribosome stamp: a protein constructor. The stamp
(6.10 NIS, Figure 11) refers to another basic scientific
question: how does the ribosome translate DNA code
into life? The ribosome is the biological machine in every
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living cell that makes proteins from amino acids. Genetic
information, which is stored in our DNA, is copied into
RNA, which is then read by the ribosome. This process
is known as translation of the genetic information from
RNA into proteins, which in turn control the structure
and function of all living organisms. The ribosome is a
huge machine, consisting of three RNA chains and more
than 50 different proteins. Understanding the ribosomal
structure and its operating mechanism is critical for the
scientific understanding of all kinds of life. In particular,
this insight into the life of pathogenic bacteria opened the
door to the use of ribosomes as an important target for
new antibiotics. Many of today’s antibiotics cure various
diseases by blocking the function of bacterial ribosomes.
The 2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded jointly
to professors Ada E. Yonath of the Weizmann Institute
of Science, Venkatraman Ramakrishnan of the Medical
Research Council, Cambridge, UK, and Thomas A.
Steitz of Yale University, USA. They showed what the
ribosome looks like and how it functions at the atomic
level. All three used X-ray crystallography methods to
solve the ribosome structure. The image on the stamp
(contributed by Dr. Joerg Harms of the University of
Hamburg), which is adopted from a paper published
by Ada Yonath and her coworkers (Schluenzen et al.,
Nature, 413, 814-21, 2001), shows a view into the
tunnel of the large ribosomal subunit from which the
newly constructed chain of amino acids exits. This
huge structure shows the ribosomal proteins (orange),
the ribosomal RNA (blue and pink), and the antibiotic
erythromycin (red).
In collaboration with the Philatelic Service, the ICS
designed (with the help of Ms. Dina Mid of the Technion
graphics department) and issued a Souvenir Leaf in
limited edition (Figure 12). This collector’s item features
the six metals that were known at the Biblical times:
“Only the gold, and the silver, the brass, the iron, the tin,
and the lead…” Numbers 31:22. Interestingly, whoever
translated the Bible from Hebrew to English probably
had a limited background in chemistry, incorrectly
translating to brass the original term nehoshet (copper).

The Mountain to Valley race
The Mountain to Valley (M2V, Har La’Emek in
Hebrew) race is the longest and most challenging relay
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race in Israel, featuring 212 kilometers of dirt roads and
mountainous paths from the foot of Mount Hermon
along the vistas of the Hula Valley, the mountainous
Jordan River, Sea of Galilee, the Beit Netofa Valley and
the lower Galilee, the Jezreel Valley, all the way to the
communal village of Timrat. This northern part of Israel
in the spring season, on the first full-moon night after
Passover, probably displays the most beautiful natural
scenes of the country.
Over 260 groups totaling over 1800 runners, most
of them in teams of 8, took part in the 3rd M2V race,
May19-20, 2011. These teams participated in either
competitive or a non-competitive race. With a route
comprising 24 legs of 6--14 km each, every runner on
a team of 8 completed three legs, approximately 25
km in total, each time passing the relay bracelet to the
next member of the team. Smaller teams included 6,
4 or 2 runners (men, women or mixed teams) rotating
among themselves. In addition, a few “ultra runners”
completed the entire route of 212 km in about 30 hours,
demonstrating outstanding physical and mental fitness.
The ICS teams. Two mixed teams of 8 runners each
represented the ICS. The teams, named Ubiquitin and
Ribosome, included faculty members and graduate
students from the chemistry departments of all of Israeli
universities. The team members were easily identified
by their yellow and white running shirts (Figures 1416), featuring either the ubiquitin or the ribosome stamp
on the front and the ICS logo on the back along with
the Hebrew version of the IYC2011 logo and that of
the teams’ sponsor, Oil Refineries Ltd. (ORL), Haifa.
Although participating in the non-competitive category,
both teams completed the route in a little over 20 hours,
matching the top 30% of the competitive teams.
The 8 members of the Ubiquitin team were led by Dr.
Alex M. Szpilman of the Technion whose lab focuses on
organic synthesis of biologically active natural products
and synthetic methodology. Alex received his Ph.D.
degree from the Weizmann Institute of Science with
Prof. Mario D. Bachi and later was a postdoctoral fellow
at the ETH Zurich with Prof. Erick Carreira. Other team
members were: Prof. Ehud Keinan of the Technion and
The Scripps Research Institute, President of the ICS
and Editor-in-Chief of the IJC; Dr. Micha Fridman, a
Senior Lecturer at Tel Aviv University who received his
Ph.D. at the Technion with Prof. Timor Baasov and was
a postdoctoral fellow at Harvard University with Prof.

Figure 12. The souvenir leaf depicting the stamps with the
first-day-of-issue cancellation. The six metals highlighted on
the periodic table are mentioned in a single biblical phrase:
“Only the gold, and the silver, the brass, the iron, the tin, and
the lead…” Numbers 31:22.

Daniel Kahne; Prof. Gerardo Byk of Bar Ilan University,
who focuses on the development of novel nanometric,
high throughput screening suited for in vivo screening
of small molecules; Dr. Claudia M. Barzilay, researcher
and Senior Advisor at Bargal-Analytical Instruments -born in Peru she obtained all her degrees at the Technion,
including Ph.D. with Prof. Zeev Gross, and following
a postdoctoral research with Prof. Paul A. Wender at
Stanford University, she was a Lecturer at the department
of Medicinal Chemistry at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem until 2009; Ms. Natalie Reznikov, a graduate
student in the Department of Structural Biology, the
Weizmann Institute of Science; Mr. Niv Yardeny, a
graduate student at Ben-Gurion University, finishing his
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Figure 13. The framed IYC2011 stamps and date of issue envelope (gift from the Israel Philatelic Service) are being awarded by Prof.
Keinan to the three Israeli Nobel Prize Laureates, Professors Avram Hershko (2004), Aaron Ciechanover (2004) and Ada Yonath (2009).

M.Sc. degree on hypervalent silicon compounds under
Prof. Daniel Kost; and Mr. Michael Morozov, an M.Sc.
student at the Weizmann Institute of Science under Prof.
Milko van der Boom, focusing on surface chemistry of
organometallic compounds.
The 8 members of the Ribosome team were led by Prof.
Michael M. Meijler of Ben-Gurion University, a native
of The Netherlands. While studying chemistry at the
University of Amsterdam he was also a competitive
distance runner. Specializing in the 3000 m steeplechase,
he won the Israel championship in 1999, 2001, and
2002. After earning a Ph.D. degree from the Weizmann
Institute of Science with Prof. Abraham Shanzer he
was a postdoctoral fellow at The Scripps Research
Institute with Prof. Kim Janda. His research focuses on
the elucidation of chemical communication within and
between species. The Ribosome team also included:
Prof. Alon Hoffman of the Technion, who focuses his
research on experimental surface science and thin films,
and, in particular, on diamond surfaces using electron
spectroscopic and microscopic methods, deposition of
diamond films onto different substrates and studying
their properties; Ms. Alina Amel, an M.Sc. student
at the Technion with Prof. Efrat Lifshitz, as well as a
triathlete, cycler, runner, and swimmer; Dr. Eyal Gur,
a competitive distance runner as well as a Lecturer at
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Ben-Gurion University, focusing his research on protein
quality control mechanisms in bacteria, especially
on ATP-dependent protein degradation; Ms. Neta
Rosenstein, a triathlete who recently obtained her
B.Sc. degree in Chemistry and Materials Engineering
at the Technion; Dr. Daniel Mohr, a marathon runner
and a native of Northern Germany, who obtained his
Ph.D. degree at the University of Münster and is now a
postdoctoral fellow at the Weizmann Institute of Science
with Prof. Lucio Frydman; Mr. Ori Gidron, a Ph.D.
student at the Weizmann Institute of Science with Prof.
Michael Bendikov, who has discovered a new family
of organic electronic materials; and Mr. Gary Zaiats, a
Ph.D. student at the Technion with Prof. Efrat Lifshitz,
working on solar energy.
The trail. The breathtaking 212 km trail, which took
most teams about 20-24 hours to complete, started at
the foot of Mount Hermon at Qala’at Namrud (Nimrod
Fortress), which was built in 1229 by Al-Aziz Uthman,
nephew of Saladin. Leg 1 descended steeply from the
ancient fortress down the scenery road that connects
Neve Ativ to the Banias Nature Reserve, overlooking
Katef Sion to the north and entire Hula valley to west
and south. Leg 2, from Banias to Kibbutz Shamir,
followed the old patrol route of the pre-1967 war, a poor
gravel road connecting old guard posts at the foot of the
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abandoned Syrian outposts of Tel Fahr and Tel Azaziat.
Leg 3 descended from Kibbutz Shamir, passing Kibbutz
Lehavot Habashan and many agricultural fields, to the
pecan grove located on the western bank of the Jordan
River. Leg 4 continued along the eastern canal of the
Jordan River to the Agmon Ha’Hula nature reserve. Leg
5 encircled the southwest side of the Agmon Ha’Hula
lake, continuing to the junction of the east and west
canals and then along the western bank of the Jordan
River all the way to the Pkak Bridge. Leg 6 crossed the
bridge, continued along the eastern bank of the Jordan
River, passed areas suspected to be old Syrian mine
fields and finally ascended to the Benot Ya’aqov Bridge.
Leg 7 crossed the Jordan River again to the west, to the
communal village of Karkom via the Hilly Jordan Route,
passing the Kfar Hanassi hydraulic station and the Atara
Fortress. Leg 8 went along the Karkom road until the
Amnon--Almagor junction, followed by a steep descent
towards Kfar Nahum (Capernaum) on the northern
shores of Lake Kinneret (Sea of Galliee).
Leg 9 started at Capernaum, one of the key sites
for Christian pilgrims with a number of wonderful
churches, and followed the walkway at the banks of the
Sea of Galilee. A steep climb to the Sapir water pumping
station, where water is pumped from Lake Kinneret to
the National Water Carrier (NWC), was followed by a
very steep descent to road 90 that leads to Tiberias. Leg
10 went from the Sapir site all the way to the Tzalmon
Prison, suddenly changing its character from mostly
descending to mostly ascending with the crossing of the
Amud Stream. Leg 11 descended to the Tzalmon stream,
then up a difficult ascent to a ridge northwest of the
village of Eilabun, bypassing the village and reaching
the Eilabun--Maghar road. Leg 12 departed from Eilabun
along the NWC at the northern border of the green
Netofa Valley below the villages of Avtalion and Arraba.
Leg 13 continued along the NWC, passing mostly flat
terrain, alongside the road to Kfar Manda, encircling
the Eshkol Water Treatment Reservoir and rising to Tel
Hanaton. Leg 14 went from Kibbutz Hanaton to the
village of Alon Hagalil. Leg 15 continued to the Zarzir
junction along a scenic route leading to the Tzipori
Stream, crossing it and ascending to the Kaabiya--Zarzir
road. Leg 16 headed south to the village of Alonei Abba,
passing the village of Beit Lechem Haglilit on dirt roads
through forests of pine trees and old oaks to the Alonei
Abba nature reserve.

Figure 14. Part of the Ubiquitin team at start line. From
left: Claudia Barzilay, Gerardo Byk, Ehud Keinan and Micha
Fridman.

Leg 17 crossed the village of Alonei Abba towards
Kibbutz Alonin via agricultural fields, passing through
the southern part of Alonin, ascending towards Tivon
and descending towards the National Park of ancient
Beit Shearim. Leg 18 continued to the Alexander
Zaid statue that overlooks the Jezreel valley, passing
agricultural fields to the historic railroad station at Kfar
Yehoshua. Leg 19 continued through the fields, crossing
the Kishon stream, and climbing through the village of
Yoqneam, Kibbutz Hazorea, and Hashalom valley along
an old route from the times of the British Mandate, to
the Typhoon amusement park near Kibbutz Ramat
Hashofet. Leg 20 continued southward parallel to the
Haemek--Ein Hashofet road in the direction of Kibbutz
Hazorea. Leg 21 continued along the Kishon Stream
all the way to Moshav Hayogev. Leg 22 went through
Hayogev, crossing the Kishon again and climbing along
the man-made canal of the Barukh Reservoir, bypassing
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Figure 15. Part of the Ubiquitin team at finish line. From left:
Ehud Keinan, Alex M.  Szpilman, Mr. Niv Yardeny and Natalie
Reznikov.

Figure 16. Happy ending of the Ribosome team at the M2V
finish site. Standing (from left): Ehud Keinan, Daniel Mohr,
Gary Zaiats, Eyal Gur, Alon Hoffman, and Ori Gidron; sitting:
Neta Rosenstein, Michael Meijler, Alina Amel and Claudia
Barzilay.

Moshav Kfar Barukh and the old entrance to the Ramat
David Air Force Base all the way to Moshav Kfar
Barukh. Leg 23 continued to Kibbutz Yif’at, passing
through almond orchards, crossing road 75, and finally
reaching the Mekorot pump facility near Ma’alul. Leg 24
left Ma’alul with a difficult climb through pine forests,
crossing the village of Timrat down to the finish line at
the nature reserve of Faidherbia albida (also known as
Acacia albida Delile), which is the northernmost natural
populations of this beautiful African tree.

several hundred volunteers from Timrat and neighboring
villages, who manned the relay stations and assisted with
the logistics over the course of the race. These dedicated
volunteers registered the incoming and outgoing runners,
solved logistic problems, made sure that each runner
was appropriately equipped for night running, and kept
everyone on track with hundreds of visible signs along
the 212 Km of trails. They even worked as paramedics in
some cases of minor injuries, and plied the runners with
homemade cakes, dried fruits, and drinking water. Thus
the arrival at each station became like homecoming.

A unique experience. The breathtaking mountainous
scenery, the nocturnal landscape of the Galilee at full
moon, and the amazing sunset and sunrise were more than
fair reward in exchange for the physically demanding
route and the sleepless 24-hour period under very hot
day hours and a cold night. The complex teamwork
with constant troubleshooting, unexpected challenges
and necessary group effort became an interesting social
experience within each team and among the teams.
The two ICS teams developed strong friendship and
collegiality that will last, no doubt, for many years to
come.
The relay race could not take place without the wonderful
support provided by the community of Timrat and
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Other events
This article covers only three out of many ICS events
that highlight the IYC2011 calendar. The most prominent
event, which is covered separately in this issue, was the
“Chemistry Week”, held in Tel Aviv, February 7-10,
2011, featuring the 76th Annual ICS Meeting, the
14th Isranalytica conference and a large exhibition of
scientific equipment and instrumentation with close to
3000 participants.
Other noteworthy events were the International
Conference on Art, Science and Technology held
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in Carmiel, the Schulich Conference on “Chemical
synthesis of peptides and proteins” held at the Technion
in March 13, 2011; the international conference on
“Frontiers in Chemistry”, honoring the three 2011 Wolf
Prize Laureates in Chemistry, held at the Technion in
May 30, 2011. the Israel-Italy binational conference
on “Frontiers in Organic Chemistry” held at the Dan
Panorama hotel in Tel Aviv in December 13-14, 2011,

the “Researchers’ Night” at the Museum of Science,
the public experiment, which was registered in the
Guinness Book of Records, and more. All indications
show that IYC2011 marked a new era in the awareness
and appreciation of the public for the chemical sciences,
chemical industry, and chemical education in the State
of Israel.
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